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Welcome to the WorkWell Online
Accreditation Portfolio - Workplace
Guide
This guide walks you through the process you will go through
to reach WorkWell Accreditation using the Online Accreditation
Portfolio. Your WorkWell advisor is also available to guide and
assist you in using this online tool.
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When you open up the Online Accreditation Portfolio tab it
opens what we refer to as the Dashboard. You will see your
workplace name and the WorkWell accreditation level you are
working towards. This represents all the WorkWell stages and
steps. It will show you the workplaces progress at a glance.
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An individual accreditation step is displayed in the shape of a
grey arrow. Hovering your mouse over an arrow will indicate
the name and status of that particular step. Once the status
of a specific step has changed, the arrow will change colour
as well as also stating its current status. There are four status
options and corresponding colours:
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Introduction
The Online Accreditation Portfolio was designed in response to
requests from workplaces to have the option to do the WorkWell
Accreditation process online. Benefits of this system include:
▪▪

faster feedback between yourself and your WorkWell
advisor

▪▪

the ability to visually monitor your accreditation
progress

▪▪

automatic email notification

▪▪

less printing!

▪▪

Grey - In Progress

▪▪

Yellow - In Review

▪▪

Red - Incomplete

▪▪

Green - Complete.

You can return to this page when you click the Dashboard
button on the top menu or by using the page name navigation
underneath the navy blue horizontal web page banner (also
known as ‘Breadcrumbs’).

Getting Started
When you registered with WorkWell you received member
login details. Using these details, login to the members section
of www.workwell.health.nz. Click on the tab Accreditation.
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You can also access the Accreditation Step by
selecting the relevant arrow.
The Accreditation Step
provides a description of that specific step and examples of the
evidence required for this step. This is also where you upload
your evidence for the individual step.

Accreditation Level

Uploading Evidence

To obtain WorkWell accreditation you must provide evidence
that you are following best practice. Evidence for individual
steps is uploaded within the Accreditation Step. Underneath
the accreditation requirements is a box labelled, Documents.
This is where you upload the evidence relevant for each
individual step. To upload evidence, select the Upload button.

From the Dashboard view, when clicking on an
accreditation level heading e.g. ‘Bronze’, you will be taken to an
expanded view. We refer to this as the Accreditation Level. It
represents all the accreditation requirements for that
specific level of accreditation. The view has a status
box which outlines the current progress of the Online
Accreditation Portfolio. The status will change to
reflect the progress of the Online Accreditation Portfolio.
Initially while you are gathering evidence the status is Not
Submitted. The view is separated into the
WorkWell stages and steps. Each WorkWell stage is listed
vertically, while arrow blocks run horizontally and refer to the
steps located within each stage. Evidence is required to be
uploaded for each individual step or arrow, before the
WorkWell accreditation level can be awarded.

This will link you to your computer files where you can then
upload relevant evidence. Ensure the file name clearly explains
what the evidence is e.g. ‘Working Group Minutes - August
2017’.
The evidence will be displayed in the Documents box once
it has been uploaded. The three blue boxes on the right
allow you to View, Download, or X (delete) the evidence. The
following file types can be uploaded: .docx, .pdf, .ppt, .JPG,
.GIF, .xlsx . To upload an email you need to “Print the email
to PDF”. This involves clicking “file” > “print” then selecting the
printer “PDF Creator”, save the document then upload a PDF
of the email communication. If you do have access to a PDF
creator, you may need to print your emails, scan them, and
upload them as evidence via the scanned attachment.

Accreditation Step

When clicking on an individual arrow you will be
taken to the expanded arrow view, we refer to this as the
Accreditation Step.
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Once your WorkWell advisor has reviewed the step, the
arrow will change colour. A green arrow symbolises the evidence
within the accreditation step is complete. A red arrow
symbolises the evidence within the accreditation step is
incomplete. If the step is incomplete your WorkWell advisor will
inform you of the further evidence required.

Document Library
The Document Library stores all the documents that have
been uploaded to your Dashboard. You can access the
Document Library by clicking the Documents button in the
Accreditation Level. The Document Library has a few
different sections; the Accreditation Level you are working
toward (or have previously achieved), Reports, and Working
Docs.

You will also be sent an automatic email notification. You can
request a step is reviewed as many times as you like. Continue
with this process until all the steps have been reviewed and all
the arrows have turned green.

Contacting your WorkWell Advisor
The
Online
Accreditation
Portfolio
makes
communicating
with
your
WorkWell
advisor
easier. Alongside
the
usual
communication methods; face to face meetings, phone
and email, you can now message your WorkWell advisor
through the discussion board located at the bottom of the
Accreditation Level. This is a private communication board
between you and your WorkWell advisor. At a glance, it can be
a quick recap of your previous discussions.

All evidence you have uploaded for a particular step can be
viewed under the Accreditation Level tab e.g. Bronze.
The Reports tab is where an assessor will store all the
WorkWell accreditation documentation such as the
Accreditation Assessment Report.
There is also a space for you to upload any documents you are
working on but are not ready to file under a particular step, we
refer to this as Working Docs.

Request Review of an Accreditation
Step
Once you are satisfied with the evidence you have provided
you can request your WorkWell advisor review the evidence.
Within
the
Accreditation
Level
simply
click
the
Submit
for
Review
button.

Final Review of Evidence
Even though your advisor has been reviewing each step
along the way, you have a final opportunity for everything to
be reviewed by your WorkWell advisor before you submit for
accreditation on behalf of your workplace.

The arrow will change to yellow, symbolising the step is In
Review. An automatic email notification will be sent to your
WorkWell advisor requesting they review the evidence within
the step.
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When submitting your
will be prompted to tick
organisation has been
within the disclaimer and
Once
this
is
Accreditation Portfolio will
Assessor. The status will
Assessment.

portfolio for accreditation, you
a box stating the head of your
made aware of the contents
of the evidence being submitted.
done,
your
Online
be sent to an assigned WorkWell
now state the portfolio is Under

The WorkWell assessor will contact you in due course to
arrange a site visit. They will also conduct a review of the
evidence provided.
If achieved, the relevant WorkWell standard accreditation logo
will now be displayed at the top of the Accreditation Level.
Once all arrows are green indicating all stages and steps
have been completed, a Submit for Review button will
appear
on
the
Accreditation
Level
view
alongside the Documents button. Simply click the Submit for
Review button for your WorkWell advisor to conduct a final
review of your entire portfolio.

The relevant accreditation documents including the
assessment report with any recommendations will be available
for you to view in the Document Library.

Once your WorkWell advisor has reviewed the portfolio, you will
be advised by automatic email notification. The status will also
change. If the portfolio is complete and ready to be submitted
the status will be Reviewed. If your portfolio is incomplete the
status will be Reviewed – Incomplete. Your WorkWell advisor
will inform you of the further evidence required. You can repeat
this process as many times as required.

Starting the Next Level of Accreditation
Once you have achieved the accreditation level your advisor
will set you up with the next level of accreditation that you can
begin working towards.

Submitting the Online Accreditation
Portfolio for WorkWell Accreditation

For further support on how to use
the Online Accreditation Portfolio,
contact your WorkWell advisor.

Once your WorkWell advisor has conducted the final
review and the portfolio is ready to be submitted the status will
change to Reviewed. A Submit Portfolio button will appear
in the Accreditation Level alongside the Documents button.
To submit for your Online Accreditation Portfolio for WorkWell
accreditation click the Submit Portfolio button.
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